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 Clinical Pediatric Cardiologist
 Computer geek
 Ad Hoc  IT department for my Practice,  hospital 

departments, Mom , Dad, first , second and third 
degree relatives, ……..

 Early adopter of HIT
 Have worked on deployment of all aspects of HIT



 There are many examples of poor usability which 
have potential  to CAUSE medical errors in HIT 
systems

 I am bringing one example to show that there are 
ways to improve usability

 The Pediatric Growth Chart



 I have used or tested dozens of EMRs
 The issues I will discuss today are NOT just 

anecdotes but are emblematic of key issues
 I have discussed this with hundreds of end users, 

the VAST MAJORITY feel that poor EMR usability 
can increase the potential of errors during 
patient care



 Critical component of any pediatric chart
 So important , that when paper charts are being 

used, practices can be cited for
 Not having growth chart displayed on first page
 Not having accurate updated data on growth chart



 Growth Chart for EMR should be all that paper 
charts offer, plus:
 More accurate-- as plotted by computer
 Able to do calculations such as BSA (body surface 

area), BMI (body mass index)
 Able to alert when HT/WT (height/ weight) ratio not 

typical
 Able to alert when % change in meaningful way
 Programmable for future issues



 I will display real images from an EMR
 Similar issues may affect all EMR products from 

any vendors
 These issues can potentially lead to critical errors 

that may have profound impact on patients













 Notice height and weight both on same page
 Takes “one move” (open chart) to see the growth 

chart
 Problems with ”paper growth chart” are clear 

and similar to all paper medical records



 Like Paper growth chart but better
 Easier to scale and customize
 Can also include other calculations important to 

doctors, such as Body Surface Area (BSA) and 
Body Mass Index (BMI)

 Can alert to deviations in growth percentiles









This is critical, 



 Patient weights 5.4 kg
 Lets say we start the patient on digoxin
 Dose is 10 mcg/kg/day
 50 mc per day

 Patient dies , and the cause is……OVERDOSE!  
Error not caught by the doctor…we are all on 
alert for a WORKAROUND for the doctor





 Patient weighs 5.5 lbs
 5.5/2.2= 2.5 kg
 Digoxin 10 mcg/kg= 25 micrograms
 Patient received double the dose of a cardiac 

medicine……

This bizarre behavior
of the interface can easily
cause fatal medical errors
during medication prescribing



1) EMRs have a great potential to improve quality of health 
care, however

2) Poor usability of current EMRs have the potential to cause
medical errors

3) Our goal is to ensure that that NIST usability protocol is 
sensitive to these potential errors 

4) We should be able to test and identify critical usability 
issues that can cause these medical errors

5) Test the system before it is fielded, and identify the critical 
usability issues that potentially can cause medical errors like 
those described in this presentation
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